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ABSTRACT
Bacteriophage Mu is a highly efficient transposon which

requires the products of the Mu A and B_ genes in order to
transpose at a normal frequency. We have determined the nuc-
leotide sequence of the B_ gene as well as that of the A-B_
intergenic region upstream of B_. The protein product of the
gene contains 312 amino acids and has a predicted molecular
weight of 35,061. As expected, there do not appear to be any
potential promoter sequences in the intergenic region prior to
the gene, but it is preceded by a strong Shine-Dalgarno
sequence. The intergenic region does not contain any obvious
transcription termination sequences. The frequency of optimal
codon usage is similar to that for other transposon and phage
genes, and the amino acid composition is comparable to that of
an "average" Ê _ coli protein. A region near the amino terminus
of the protein resembles the highly conserved bihelical fold
which is involved in DNA contact and sequence specific recogni-
tion in a number of DNA binding proteins.

INTRODUCTION

Bacteriophage Mu is remarkable for its ability to trans-

pose at a frequency which is orders of magnitude higher than

that for other transposons (see ref. 1 for a recent review).

Transposition is an integral part of the Mu life cycle and

can be either conservative or replicative in nature. The

transposition pathway used appears to be governed by the source

of the transposing DNA. Following infection with phage Mu,

transposition of the parental DNA occurs to yield simple inser-

tions (2) in what is a conservative integration event (3). In

contrast, transposition of Mu DNA which is already resident in

the host cell generates predominantly cointegrates, which are

replicative by nature (4).

A number of host proteins are required for transposition

(5), but the Mu A and B_ gene products are the only phage
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proteins required for normal levels of transposition (6,7,8).

The A protein is essential for both types of transposition and

is the Mu encoded transposase (6,7,8). The IJ protein seems to

be responsible for the high frequency of transposition which

distinguishes Mu from other transposons. In the absence of the

1} protein replicative transposition still occurs, but at a

frequency which is reduced about 100 fold (7,8,9). Mu DNA

replication does not occur at a significant level in either A"

or IJ~ mutants (10,11). The IJ protein may also play a role in

determining whether the end-products of transposition are

simple insertions or colntegrates (9), but the data on this are

as yet contradictory, and no clear conclusion can be drawn.

In order to aid in the determination of the role of the

IJ protein in Mu DNA transposition, we sequenced the entire 15

gene,as well as the A-B_ intergenic region upstream of II. The IJ

gene was found to code for a protein with a molecular weight of

35,061. The codon usage, amlno acid composition of the

protein, and the DNA regulatory sequences of the gene are

discussed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bacterial and phase strains

Bacteriophage M13mp8 and its host strain JM103 were

obtained from Bethesda Research Laboratories (BRL). The M13

phages were propagated as described by the BRL manual.

Enzymes and reagents

Restriction enzymes were obtained from BRL and New

England Blolabs, and the digestion conditions recommended in

Davis et al. (12) were used. T4 DNA polymerase, T4 DNA ligase,

bacterial alkaline phosphatase and Klenow polymerase were pur-

chased from BRL. RNAse T1 was supplied by Sankyo. T4 polynuc-

leotlde kinase was from New England Biolabs. The reagents for

dideoxy sequencing were purchased from the following companies:

dideoxy NTPs were from Collaborative Research, dNTPs were from

Pharmacia or BRL, the 17 bp primer was from New England Biolabs

(#1211) and the [a-35S]dATP was from New England Nuclear. [a-
32P]dATP and [r-32P]dATP for Maxam and Gilbert sequencing were

obtained from Amersham.
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Plasmid DNA Preparation

Plasmid DNA was prepared by the method of Blrnboim and

Doly (13)> phenol extracted once and then run through a

Sephadex G-50 mini-column (14). If the plasmid DNA was to be

restricted it was treated with RNAse T1 at the same time.

Construction of M13 clones

M13 clones for DNA sequencing were constructed by sub-

cloning DNA from plasmid pGC511 (see Fig. 1) Into the blunt-

ended Smal site of M13mp8. The plasmid pGC511 was cut with

Bgll and the 1097 base pair fragment containing most of the 15

gene was extracted from a low melting point agarose gel

according to the procedure of Yang et al. (19). This fragment

was cloned intact or cut with TaqIt Alul or Alul plus Ddel and

the mixtures llgated with dephosphorylated Smal cut M13mp8.

Rsal fragment clones were made from an Rsal digest of pGC511.

Prior to ligation with M13mp8, DNA fragments with protruding 5'

ends were converted to blunt ends by repair synthesis with the

Klenow fragment of DNA polyraerase I, while protruding 3' ends

were blunted using the 31 exonuclease activity of T4 DNA poly-

merase (20). Blunt end ligatlons were carried out according to

the procedure in the BRL manual. Hanahan's (21) procedure was

used to transfect JM103 with the ligation mixtures.

DNA sequence determination and analysis

Dldeoxy sequencing: The DNA sequence from the start of

the B_ gene to the Bgll site near the 31 end of the gene was

obtained from M13 clones using a modified version of the

dideoxynucleotlde chain termination method of Sanger (22) as

described in the BRL sequencing manual. The modifications of

this procedure were taken from Biggin et al. (23) and were as

follows: 1) [a-35S]dATP at a specific activity of 400-600 Ci/mM

was substituted for [a-32P]dATP> 2) the buffer for the sequenc-

ing reactions consisted of 5 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0/2.5 mM MgCl2,

and 3) the chase contained all four dNTPs at 0.5 mM instead of

just dATP. Sequencing samples were routinely run on 40 cm long

8% polyacrylamide gels in a buffer containing 133 mM Tris-OH,

44 mM boric acid and 2.5 mM Na2 EDTA at pH 8.9. To extend the

sequences of certain clones up to 550 bp, samples were also

analyzed on 6 or 8% gels 60 or 90 cm long.
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Maxam and Gilbert sequencing: The plaamld pRA600 (see

Fig. 1) was used as a source of DNA restriction fragments for

sequencing from the right most Bell site in B_ to the 3' end of

the B̂  gene by the chemical modification method of Maxam and

Gilbert (24). All fragments to be sequenced were treated with

calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase and end labelled. The 5'

ends were labelled using T4 polynucleotlde kinase as described

by Maxam and Gilbert (24), while the 31 ends of the same frag-

ments were labelled using the Klenow fragment of E_̂  coll DNA

polymerase I as outlined in Manlatls et al. (20). Sequencing

was accomplished using the Maxam and Gilbert method (24) with a

formic acid modification reaction similar to that described in

Maniatis et al. (20) in which 3 2P labelled DNA In H20 was

reacted with 88% formic acid at 20°C. The first 60 bp of each

fragment were resolved on 20% polyacrylamide denaturing gels 40

cm long. Bases 35 to 200 were resolved on 40 cm long 8% poly-

acrylamide buffer gradient gels run at 1200V as described by

Biggin et al. (23) using a 1x to 5x buffer gradient. The gel

buffer consisted of 100 mM Trls borate pH 8.3 and 2 mM EDTA.

The entire 15 gene and the A-B intergenlc region were

aequenced on both strands. In regions which were sequenced by

both the dideoxy method and the Maxam and Gilbert method, the

sequences were the same. The final sequence was constructed as

shown In Figure 1 .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Determination of the sequence of the B_ gene.

Figure 2 shows the complete 939 base pair sequence of

the Mu B_ gene, plus the 38 base pair A-B_ intergenic region 5'

to it. The position of the end of the A gene was assigned to

the stop codon in the only open reading frame upstream of the B_

gene (data not shown) . The sequence of the entire B_ gene and

the A-B intergenic region were determined using the sequencing

strategy outlined In Figure 1. The open reading frame for the

B_ gene is preceded by the Shine-Dalgarno sequence GAGG at posi-

tion -9. There does not appear to be a promoter sequence for

RNA polymerase prior to the B_ gene In the A-B_ intergenic

region. This was not unexpected, since the B_ gene is believed
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Figure 1. Sequencing strategy for the Mu B gene. The top of
the figure shows the plasmids pGC511 and p!?A600. The plasmid
pGC511 (15) was used as the source of DNA for cloning Into
M13mp8 for dideoxy sequencing. This plasmid Is a derivative of
pKC30 (16) carrying a 3.3kb Ball fragment from Mucts62-13/4
(17) that contains the intact Mu A and B genes. The position
of the A and IJ genes transcribed Trotn x¥^ Is diagrammed above
the restriction map. The plasmid pRA600, used as a source of
restriction fragments for Maxam and Gilbert sequencing, carries
part of the A gene and all of the B gene on a 3.5kb Pstl-Eco RI
fragment from Mucts62 phage DNA cloned Into pUC8 (18). Mu
sequences are denoted by the thin lines. The heavy lines,
stippled boxes, striped boxes and open boxes designate pBR322,
X, IS1 and M13mp8 lac sequences respectively.Sequences derived
from subfragments (i——i) of pGC511 cloned into M13mp8, and
from Maxam and Gilbert sequencing are shown below. The thick
lines with arrows Indicate the direction and extent of
sequencing obtained from each Ml13 subclone. The thin arrowed
lines Indicate the extent of sequence obtained by the method of
Maxam and Gilbert from restriction fragments labelled at the 5'
end (•+) or the 3' end (o*). IG denotes the intergenlc region
between A and 1$.

to be transcribed after the A gene from the Mu early promoter.

No obvious transcription termination sequences were found in

the A-13 intergenlc region.

The sequence which we present here Is identical to the
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-40 -30 -20 -10
IAAIIAAOGTTTAMCAAAATria/aTM3GAGGTIATrCAG
###

1 60
AIGAAIAXITTXGMATTOGCGCAGGAaGCGCAOGCrrGlAGAAAATGMGAAACCACC
MErASNILESERASPaEABGAlAGLYLEUABGTHRLHjVALGUJASNGm GLU|THR TOR

TTI AAA CM ATI GCT CTI GAG AGCjGGG CIT TCI ACC GGA ACT ATC ACT ACT TTIIATC M r
PHE LYS GLN ILE[ATS]LEU GIJU SEK|GL?]LEU SER THR GLY THR|EE]SER SER FHE ILE ASM|

180
GATAAGTACAACOXG^AACC^CCTGITTCAaAATGCIGCAAGGCTQGCTGGM AAA
ASPLYSraASNClYASPASNGUJARGVALSERGLN^IJ&GLNARGBIPLEUGLULYS

240
TATCATCXAGrGGCAGAACTAOCTGAACaJararTTTGTGGAAAOGCAGAOGCTAAAA
TYRHISAIAVALAIAGUJLEOPBOGLUPBOPRDABGPHEVALGLUTHRGLNTHRVALLYS

300
CMATCTOSACAACTATCOCTTn'GCCAGCCIGACTGAAACTATIGCTGITGTATCTGGC
GLNTLETRPTHRSERhETAICPHE ALA SER LEU THR GLU SER ILE ALA VAL VAL CYS GLY

360
AATCCTOCTGIGCXXAMAOCGAAGCGGCCCGrGAATATCOCCGCACCAATAACAATGTC
ASN PRO GLY VAL GLY LYS THR GLU AIA ALAARGGUUTYRARGARGTHRASNASNASNVAL

420
rGGATCATCATCAITACGCCATrciCTGaAGCOTCTGGMTCTCTTACTGMCTGGCG
TRP MET EZTHRniTHRPBDSERCSBALASERVALLEUGUICYSLEUTHRGLULEUAlA

480
TITGAGCTCGGAAIGAAXGACGCACCAC^CCTAMGGGCXECTCTCCCGCGCCCTGCGA
PHEGLULEUGLYhlETASNASPAlAPRDABGARGLYSGLYPRDLEUSERARGALALEUARG

540
CCTOGCCTIGMOCTACACAGCaGCTCGriAICATCGACGAAajrGATCAICrrGCTGCC
ARGARGLEUGLUGLYTHRGLNGLYLEUVALILEILEASPGUIALAASPHISLEUGLYALA

600
GAAGncrGGAAGAACTCCGCCIGTIACAGi
GLUVALLEUGLUGLULEUARGLEULEUGLN

: CCT ATT GGC CTI CTG CIG ATG
. ARG ILE GLY LEU VAL LEU ( d

660
GGA AATCACCGGGTTTATTCAAATATGAOGGGGQGTAAC AGA ACG CTT GAA TTT GCC CCT
GLYASNHISARGVAL•IYRSERASN^EI^HRGLYGLYASNARG^i^RVALGLUPHEALAARG

720
CTClTTTaa^AITGCAAAGaKACTGCAATrAATAAAACCAAAAAAGCCGATGTAAAA
LEUPHESERARGILEAIALYSAKGTHRALAILEASNLYS'IHRLYSLYSALAASPVALLYS

780
(Xn'ATTGOJGATGCCTGGCAGATIAACGGCC^AMCMaEGAGTIATIACAGCAGATI
ALA ILEALAASPALATia>GLNILEASNGLYGLULYSGLUL£UGLULEULEUGLHGLNILE

840
GCGCAGAAAOCAGCTGCGCTIOXATICTGAATCATTCACTTOGCCITGCAGCCArGACG
ALA GLNLYSPROGLYALALEUABGILELEUASNHISSERLEUARGLEUALA ALA MET THR

900
GCT CAC GCT AAA O C T C M C C T G r r A A C G M G A T T A T C T G C C T C A G G C T T r c C C T G A A T I A
ALAHISGLYLYSGLYGLUARGVALASNGLUASPTYHLEUARGGLNALAPHEARGGLULEU

939
GAC CTG GAC GIT dCT AITl TCA AOG CIG CTG CCT AAT TAA
ASP LEU ASP VAL ASP ILE SER THR LEU LEU AKC ASN ###

Figure 2. Nucleotide sequence of the Mu IJ gene and the A-B̂
lntergenlc region. The nucleotide sequence of the coding
strand of the DNA is given from 5' to 3'. The nucleotide
positions are numbered beginning with the initiation codon for
the 15 gene. The predicted complete amino acid sequence is
shown below the DNA sequence. The GAGG Shine-Dalgarno sequence
is underlined and the IHF binding sites within jJ are indicated
by boxes. The termination codons of both the A and 1$ genes are
indicated by ###. The underlined amino acid sequence (residues
19-40) shows a strong resemblance to the helix-turn-helix
structural motif involved in DNA contact and sequence recogni-
tion in a number of DNA binding proteins (see text). The boxed
residues are very highly conserved.
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sequence of the coding region of the IS gene independently

determined by H. Preiss and D. Kamp (personal communication).

It differs, however, by a single nucleotide from the sequence

of the last 111 base pairs of the 13 gene published by Engler et

al. (25). According to Engler et al. (25) the nucleotide at

position 842 in our sequence (which corresponds to position 14

in their sequence) is a thytnine, while our sequencing shows it

to be a cytosine. A cytosine in this position results in an

alanine codon, while a thymine results in the incorporation of

a valine. Alanine and valine are both nonpolar, small amino

acids and the substitution of one for the other would probably

not have a drastic effect on the 13 protein. We are confident

of our sequence as only a cytosine in this position will form

the Bgll site shown to be present by restriction enzyme analy-

sis of pGC511 and pRA600. The difference between our sequence

and that of Engler et al. (25) may be due to individual isolate

differences: cutting of the DNA with Bgll would show if the

site is present or not. We have also determined that the

unknown nucleotide at position 76 in the sequence of Engler et

al. (25) (position 904 in our sequence) is a 5-methylcytosine.

Our Maxam and Gilbert sequencing gels show the loss of just one

band at this position in all four lanes in the middle of the

sequencing ladder. This occurs because 5-methylcytosine reacts

so slowly with hydrazine (relative to unmodified cytosine) that

the DNA is not cleaved at that position (24). The fact that

this position is the internal cytosine In the sequence CCTGG,

which is methylated by the dcm methylase (26) , explains why this

particular cytosine is methylated. Sequence analysis of the

opposite strand revealed a guanoslne at position 904 verifying

the presence of the dcm site.

Amino acid composition of the 13 protein.

The nucleotide sequence of the 13 gene predicts that the

B_ protein should contain 312 amino acids and have a" molecular

weight of 35,061. This is in good agreement with an observed

molecular weight of 33,000 displayed on SDS-polyacrylamide gels

(27). The amino acid sequence met-asn-ile-ser-asp-lle predicted

for the amino terminus of gp]3 from the nucleotide sequence is

identical to that found by direct sequence analysis of the amino
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TABLE I

Predicted amlno acid composition of Hu B protein

Amlno

Ala
Asx
Cys
Asp
Glu
Phe
Gly
His
lie
Lys
Leu
Met
Asn
Pro
Gin
Arg
Ser
Thr
Val
Trp
Tyr
Glx

snail aliphatic
hydroxyl
acidic

BP 1

Acid Residues

A
B(IHN)
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
K
L
M
N
P
Q
R

s
T
V
w
Y
Z(E

acid + acid amide
basic
hydrophoblc
aromatic
charged

H3)

A+G
S+T
D+E
B+Z
K+R+H
L+V+I+M
F+Y+W

27
30
3
12
28
8
20
5
19
14
36
8
18
8
12
28
17
22
18
4
5

40

D+E+K+R+H

Mole X

8.7
9.6
1.0
3.8
9.0
2.6
6.4
1.6
6.0
4.5
11.5
2.6
5.8
2.6
3.8
9.0
5.4
7.0
5.8
1 .3
1.6

12.8

15.1
12.5
12.8
22.4
15.1
26.0
5.4

27.9

Average
Protein
(ref.28)
Mole X

8.6
(9.8)
2.9
5.5
6.0
3.6
8.4
2.0
4.5
6.6
7.4
1.7
4.3
5.2
3.9
4.9
7.0
6.1
6.6
1.3
3.4
(9.9)

16.9
13.1
11 .6
19.8
13.5
20.2
8.3

25.1

terminus of the purified protein (15). Table 1 shows the amlno

acid composition predicted from the DNA sequence. These values

are In good agreement with the observed amlno acid composition

of the protein (15). The 1J protein has an amino acid composi-

tion which is quite similar to that of an "average" Ê _ coli

protein calculated on the basis of sequence,.data for 314

molecular species of E_j_ coll proteins (28, see Table 1).

Resemblance to sequence specific DNA binding proteins

A computer comparison of the nucleotide sequence of the IJ

gene and the predicted amino acid sequence of the protein with

sequences in gene and protein banks respectively, did not reveal

significant homology with any other genes or proteins. However,

a manual comparison of the 1$ protein sequence with the set of

amino acid sequences of a number of site specific binding
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proteins in the region of their bihelical folds showed strong

similarities. This helix-turn-hellx region is believed to be

involved in DNA contact and sequence specific recognition in the

phage \ repressor and cro proteins, and in the |̂ _ coll CAP

protein (see ref. 29). Furthermore, the bihelical DNA binding

fold appears to be present in a number of genome regulatory

proteins and may represent a common structural motif in DNA

binding (30,31). This DNA binding region is often found near

the amino terminus of the genome regulatory proteins and the

region of amino acids 19-40 of the Mu B̂  protein shows striking

similarities to this set of sequences. These similarities are

as follows:

1) Residues 25, 29 and 35 of gpB are the alanlne,

glycine and isoleuclne residues corresponding to the consensus

sequence ala-N-N-N-gly-N-N-N-N-N-Ile(Val).

2) Residues 20, 31, 34, 36 and 40 of gpB are

represented at least four times in the corresponding position

within the group of related proteins.

3) As expected, residues at positions 24, 30, 35 and

38 bear large hydrophobic side chains.

4) Positions 31, 32 and 36 are occupied by amino acids

carrying polar side chains.

We know that the Mu II protein Is a DNA binding protein

(15), but we have been unable to detect any sequence specific

DNA interactions. Further studies will be required to determine

whether residues 19-40 near the amino terminus of gpB_ are

Involved In the interaction of the protein with DNA.

Frequency of codon usage in the B_ gene

Ikemura and Ozekl (32) found that the frequency of use

of optimal codons is strictly related to the level of produc-

tion of individual genes in Ê _ coll, but that this correlation

does not hold for transposon or phage genes. The frequency of

optimal codon use for 6 transposon and phage genes studied by

Ikemura (33) averaged 541. The frequency of optimal codon use

for the B_ gene was 62%, which is slightly higher than the

values calculated for other transposon genes.

Possible binding sites for J\_ coll Integration host factor (IHF)

The Z^ coll integration host factor, which is required for
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site specific integrative recombination of bacteriophage X, is

also required for lytic development of bacteriophage Mu (34).

Experiments using Ê _ coli strains carrying mutations in the

himA and himD loci, which encode the subunits of IHF, suggest

that IHF is involved in the transcriptional regulation of the

Mu early region (R.K. Yoshida and M.M. Howe, N. Goosen and P.

van de Putte, personal communication). Furthermore, it appears

that the regulation is much more pronounced for the II gene than

for the A gene. Although the Mu IJ gene is transcribed after

the A gene from the Mu early promoter, himA mutants express

some A but appear to be phenotypically 13 minus (35; R. Harshey,

unpublished results; R.K. Yoshtda and M.M. Howe, personal com-

munication) . There is no conspicuous transcription termination

sequence in the A-IJ_ intergenic region which could account for

this discrepancy. Mu nuA mutations which overcome the host

himA mutations map to two independent sites to the left of the

A gene, but their exact positions are not known (36). There

are no known nu mutations within, or just prior to, the 1} gene.

It is therefore still a mystery as to how 1$ expression could be

regulated independently of A by himA.

The binding site of the Integration host factor has

recently been identified as AANNNNTTGAT (N. Craig and H.A.

Nash, personal communication). In an attempt to shed some

light on the regulation of gpIJ synthesis by IHF we searched for

IHF recognition sites within the IJ sequence and in the A-IJ

Intergenic region. We found 3 sites which correspond to the

pentanucleotlde portion of the sequence at positions 115 and

573 (ATCAA) and 911 (TTGAT), but none of the entire sequence.

Since the pentanucleotide portion of the IHF recognition site

appears to be fairly common (it is found 8 times in pBR322 and

24 times in M13mp7), the significance of this site within the

Mu I5_ gene remains uncertain. It may have no biological signi-

ficance or it may somehow allow IHF to interact directly with

the IJ gene DNA or RNA, affecting either transcription or trans-

lation. It has previously been found that IHF activates the

synthesis of the X ell protein at the post-transcriptional

level, possibly by binding to a duplex region of RNA (37). It

may be that IHF regulates the synthesis of the Mu IJ protein in

a similar fashion.
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